Directional Enhancement of Spontaneous Emission in Polymer Flexible Microcavities
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ABSTRACT: We report on the control of spontaneous emission in flexible polymer 1D photonic crystal cavities fabricated by spin coating having a layer of poly(9,9-dioctylfluorenlyl-2,7-dihy-co-1,4-benzo-(2,1′-3)-thiadiazole) (F8BT) as an active material. The optical properties of these full-polymer photonic crystals are systematically investigated by means of polarized angular-resolved transmittance and photoluminescence spectral measurements. We demonstrate strong directional emission enhancement when the emitter is located in the defect layer and resonantly coupled to the microcavity mode. The experimental results can be successfully reproduced with different theoretical optical models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystal (PhC) structures are characterized by a periodic modulation of the dielectric function on a scale comparable to the wavelength of interest. Such a modulation allows for the control of the photon dispersion relation and the creation of photonic band gaps (PBGs), that is, frequency ranges for which light propagation in one or more directions is forbidden. Thus a careful design of a PhC, it is also possible to achieve light confinement and extremely high electromagnetic field enhancement by inserting “ad hoc” structural/dielectric defects in the periodic structure.

Since the pioneering work by Yablonovitch,2 the control of light emission has been indicated as one of the most interesting and promising applications of PhC structures.2,3 In particular, suppression, enhancement, or redistribution of spontaneous emission have been and are subjects of intensive investigations.4—8 In this regard, 1D photonic microcavities have been studied in the framework of spontaneous emission control and, more in general, light—matter interaction.9 A 1D PhC microcavity is constituted of a defect layer sandwiched between two multilayers (distributed Bragg reflectors, DBRs) that are dielectric mirrors, that is, 1D PhC (Figure 1a). Semiconductor and oxide periodic multilayers have been studied for over 30 years in the fields of linear and nonlinear optics.10—12 Although these structures are simple regular stacks of layers of different materials, their growth/fabrication can be time- and cost-intensive depending on the material choice and the operation wavelength, which defines the typical layer thicknesses.

In this scenario, polymers have been able to attract a growing interest because of their peculiar optical, mechanical, and processing properties. As a matter of fact, polymer PhC can be prepared by exploiting spontaneous self-assembly of suitable block copolymers or by spin-coating. At present, block copolymers PhC find major application as color-responsive sensors in wet environment,13—21 whereas strictly photonic studies are performed with spin-cast structures. Indeed, enhancement of second-harmonic generation of thin polymer films embedded in a dielectric microcavity,22 light-emitting diodes using all-polymer microcavities,23 and distributed-feedback dye lasing in a polymer multilayer24—26 have been demonstrated. Different fabrication methods of polymer DBR and planar microcavities have been investigated by several authors to achieve a suitable dielectric contrast, to retain an easy processability and chemical compatibility of macromolecular components, and to allow their chemical doping with the desired photocactive material. Fluorocarbon polymers have been used to obtain a relatively large dielectric contrast. However, the limited processability of such polymers requires a sophisticated deposition technique (ion-beam sputtering), which is not compatible with low-cost devices and with processing of conjugated semiconductors or of other organic/hybrid active media.27—29

The use of coextrusion methods, widely adopted in industrial plants, has been demonstrated to produce polymer multilayers30 but has not been extensively applied for photonic applications. The spin-coating techniques are instead very powerful to obtain polymer DBR structures because they require only the use of macromolecules or colloids possessing a significant dielectric contrast, which could be dissolved in orthogonal solvents.6,31—34 The possibility of fabricating high optical quality...
polymer multilayers by spin coating significantly decreases the fabrication cost in a number of applications and introduces mechanical flexibility as an added value, avoiding the need for a stiff substrate. (See Figure 1b.) Moreover, such structures are not limited to work in a wet environment like those made of block copolymers. Finally, spin-cast PhC structures have the advantage of being easily doped with both photoactive organic or colloidal semiconductors. Indeed, they have been used to achieve amplified spontaneous emission or lasing action at the PBG edge where an increase in the density of photonic states (DOS) is obtained as a result of the flat band condition24,26,35–37 because the DOS is inversely proportional to the photon group velocity, which is directly proportional to the first derivative of the photon dispersion (i.e., the band structure) along the propagation direction. This condition also allows us to achieve directional enhancement effects of the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum, as demonstrated for dye-doped colloidal photonic crystals,4–7,38 and light localization effects on the absorption properties of opals doped with gold nanoparticles.39,40

In the field of photonics, a more exciting way to tune the photonic DOS is provided by the introduction of structural defects where the active material is embedded.41 Such engineered systems allow an efficient light confinement with respect to the bare periodic structure of a PhC and can be tailored to specific shapes and dielectric properties. A typical example of a structural photonic defect in a 1D system is a planar microcavity,26,27 which is a region without a periodicity along one spatial direction. This condition also allows us to achieve directional enhancement effects of the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum, as demonstrated for dye-doped colloidal photonic crystals,4–7,38 and light localization effects on the absorption properties of opals doped with gold nanoparticles.39,40

In the field of photonics, a more exciting way to tune the photonic DOS is provided by the introduction of structural defects where the active material is embedded. Such engineered systems allow an efficient light confinement with respect to the bare periodic structure of a PhC and can be tailored to specific shapes and dielectric properties. A typical example of a structural photonic defect in a 1D system is a planar microcavity,26,27 which is a region without a periodicity along one spatial direction. This condition also allows us to achieve directional enhancement effects of the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum, as demonstrated for dye-doped colloidal photonic crystals,4–7,38 and light localization effects on the absorption properties of opals doped with gold nanoparticles.39,40

In this work, we present a systematic study of flexible polystyrene/cellulose acetate (PS/CA) 1D photonic crystal microcavities engineered with F8BT as the light-emitting defect layer. We demonstrate that high-quality photonic crystal structures can be fabricated by spin-coating, and we show a very precise control over the multilayer structure and thicknesses. In particular, we study their optical response by means of reflectance, angle-resolved transmittance, and PL measurements, comparing experimental data with both numerical calculations and best-fit simulations. Directional enhancement of spontaneous emission by the F8BT defect layer is demonstrated in the visible spectral range, where both the spectral position of the PBG and the cavity mode can be finely tuned.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Polystyrene (Mw = 200 000) and cellulose acetate (Mw = 61 000) used for multilayer growth were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Poly-(9,9-diocetylfluorenyl-2,7-diy1-co-1,4-benzo-(2,1’-3’)-thiadiazole) was purchased from American Dye Source (ADS133YE), and its molecular mass is unknown. Toluene and diacetonalcohol (4-hydroxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone) were used to prepare polymer solutions with a concentration of few milligrams per millilitre.

The growth of polystyrene and cellulose acetate multilayers was performed by dynamic spin-coating (Novocontrol spinner model SCV) over glass substrates in laboratory environment without temperature or humidity control. No baking of cast films was performed. Layer thickness was selected by changing the spinning speed (~100 revolutions per second) and solution concentrations. The samples analyzed in this work were (PS/CA)5 multilayers with N = 15, 25, 30. The nominal layer thicknesses were 85 and 90 nm for PS and CA layers, respectively. These values were chosen to realize a λ/4 DBR at ~550 nm, where F8BT polymer shows maximum fluorescence emission.

The F8BT microcavity was obtained by spinning the relative toluene solution over a multilayer made of 15 pairs of PS-CA films. Then, an additional 15 CA-PS bilayers were grown over the F8BT film to complete the structure, which is sketched in Figure 1a. An image of a free-standing flexible sample with 30-period DBR peeled off the glass substrate is shown in Figure 1b. Note that the repeatability of layer deposition is a crucial issue to obtain good DBR because optical transmittance and reflectance response critically depend on the layer thickness and periodicity. Sample uniformity and thickness check over large areas (2.5 × 2.5 cm²) has been performed by an Avantes compact spectrometer equipped with an optical fiber reflection stage and by using the AvaSoft-Thinfilm software. This software allowed for a first rough evaluation of DBR films thickness useful to determine the lambda/4 condition, which can then be finely tuned by slightly modifying the spinning speed. A posteriori determination of real thicknesses for top quality samples was obtained by ellipsometry and modeling: the discrepancy between nominal and real values was found to be within 5% (see below).

Angle-resolved transmittance spectra for both s- and p-polarization were measured with a setup previously described26 and also used for PL measurements at variable collection angle.

In addition, reflectance and transmittance at near-normal incidence were measured in the 0.2 to 1.6 μm range (UV–vis–NIR) using a Varian Cary 6000i spectrophotometer with a photometric accuracy of 0.5% and spectral resolution better than 0.2% of the wavelength. Using a V–W accessory and an Al mirror as a reference, we also obtained the absolute values of R at normal incidence.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to obtain the optical functions and thicknesses of polymer layers used to prepare the microcavities. Ellipsometric spectra in the 0.25 to 0.9 μm range
were measured by an automatic ellipsometer Sopra MOSS ES4G. The system uses a rotating polarizer, an autotracking analyzer, a double monochromator, and a single-photon-counting photomultiplier detector system. SE spectra were acquired with a spectral resolution of 1 nm and at different angles of incidence from 60° to 75°, close to the Brewster angle of the different materials for optimum sensitivity. Glass and silicon substrates were previously characterized by determining their optical functions and native oxide thickness.

R, T, and SE experimental spectra were modeled with WVASE32 software by J. A. Woollam, which uses the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm for fitting. To test compositional and thickness uniformity of spin-cast layers, we performed measurements on different points of the surface. The spectra from different points coincide within experimental uncertainty so that the samples can be considered to be laterally homogeneous.

The design and modeling of the multilayers were performed by means of the transfer matrix method, which allows calculating reflectance and transmission spectra as a function of the angle of incidence and input light polarization. In the calculations, we take into account the refractive index dispersion of the constituent materials by using the dielectric functions obtained from ellipsometric data.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sample preparation and characterization techniques are reported in the Experimental Methods section. Here we show the optical and spectroscopic properties of DBR and microcavities through angle-resolved transmittance (T), reflectance (R), and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE), and we compare the experimental results to the numerical calculations and simulations. Then, we present experimental results on the control of spontaneous PL emission from the F8BT defect layer.

#### 3.1. Complex Refractive Index of Polymer Materials

The complex refractive index ($n + ik$; $n$, refractive index; $k$, extinction coefficient) of DBR composing materials is one of the main parameters governing the optical response of a PhC. Being polymers usually transparent, only $n$ values are usually reported in polymer atlas and often neglecting its wavelength dispersion.

---

**Figure 2.** Polymer optical functions: (a) refractive index, $n$, and (b) extinction coefficient, $k$.

**Figure 3.** (a) DBR reflectance spectra at normal incidence as a function of the number $N$ of periods. (b) Reflectance spectrum of the $N = 30$ sample and corresponding best-fit simulation.

---

**Table 1.** Best-Fit Sellmeier Parameters (See Equation 1) for PS, CA, and F8BT (* for $\lambda > 500$ nm) Refractive Index Dispersion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>$C$ (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>1.3393</td>
<td>0.9863</td>
<td>0.1913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>0.6138</td>
<td>1.4994</td>
<td>0.0896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F8BT*</td>
<td>2.4415</td>
<td>0.0454</td>
<td>0.4288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Even though some results on the optical characterization of PS and CA have been reported, their optical functions are known to depend on the polymer mass, solvent, and deposition conditions (density). For these reasons, we first performed an ellipsometric study of the complex refractive index of several PS and CA spin-cast films (on silicon wafers and glass substrates) with thickness ranging from 80 to 250 nm and from 50 to 1090 nm, respectively. This activity allowed us to (i) check the optical quality and uniformity of the spin-cast polymer layers, (ii) compare the optical response of the multilayer structures with that derived on the basis of simulation models, in particular, their...
behavior as 1D photonic crystals, and (iii) verify the correspondence between actual and nominal structure parameters.

In Figure 2a, we report the refractive index spectra for PS and CA, as obtained by the simultaneous best-fit procedure on reflectance, transmittance, and spectroscopic ellipsometry spectra of polymer single layers. Free parameters of the best-fit were the refractive index dispersion and the film thickness values. The refractive index dispersion has been modeled by the Sellmeier relation:

\[ n^2 = A + \frac{\lambda^2}{\lambda^2_0 - C^2} \]  

where \( A, B, \) and \( C \) are fit parameters. Their values for PS and CA are summarized in Table 1.

The PS refractive index dispersion is comparable to that reported in literature for materials of similar molecular weight after sample baking at 100 °C for 10 min.\(^{56}\) For what concerns CA, we cannot make a direct comparison to literature data because they depend on the degree of hydroxylation and processing conditions. Values for the refractive index in the range 1.46 to 1.50 have been reported\(^{58}\) for cellulose triacetate in full agreement with our findings.

The same procedure has been applied, in the transparency spectral interval (500–900 nm), to F8BT films having thickness similar to that used for microcavities, thus allowing us to derive the refractive index dispersion and the actual thickness values. Best-fit Sellmeier parameters for F8BT are also reported in Table 1. At lower wavelengths, where the electronic absorption of F8BT rises, a numerical inversion of the SE spectra has been performed, deriving dispersion properties of both \( n \) and \( k \) (Figures 2a and b). These optical functions well reproduce normal incidence T spectra of the same layers on glass substrates. We note the characteristic F8BT absorption feature at \( \lambda \approx 490 \) nm (and the corresponding dispersion feature in the \( n \) spectrum), which is responsible for the absorption band observed in the transmittance spectra of the microcavity (shown below).

We notice that the optical functions so far derived for F8BT do not show evidence of uniaxial anisotropy, as previously found by Ramsdale et al. in annealed films of the same polymer of comparable thickness, which showed preferential alignment of the macromolecules in the plane of the film.\(^{59}\) This discrepancy can be ascribed to the well-known dependence of the optical response of F8BT on the molecular mass and processing conditions.\(^{60}\)

3.2. Optical Response and Modeling of Polymer DBR Structures. The PS and CA optical functions so far determined have been used to design DBR structures and microcavities as well as to calculate the R spectra by both the simulation and the best-fit procedures for DBR having a different number of periods (\( N = 15, 25, 30; \) Figure 3a). Two major features are evident at about \( \lambda = 540 \) and 280 nm due to constructive interference of light diffracted by each interface inside the multilayer. These reflectance bands (i.e., minima in the T spectra, see below) are associated with the first- and second-order gaps of the corresponding 1D photonic structure. Several side oscillations are also evident in the R spectra due to the typical Fabry–Perot interference of the multilayer. By increasing the number of periods, the stop-bands become sharper, and their intensity increases toward unity, whereas the oscillations are decreasing in intensity due to a more effective destructive interference (Figure 3a).

A typical best-fit curve to the R spectrum is shown in Figure 3b for the sample with \( N = 30 \) periods. PS and CA layer thicknesses from the best-fit are 86.5 and 91 nm, respectively, producing a first-order stop band peaked at \( \lambda = 540 \) nm with full width at half-maximum of \( \Delta \lambda = 28 \) nm. These results compare well with the designed structure with a variation from the nominal layer thickness of \(< 5\%\). Notice that this accuracy in the thickness control, remarkable for a simple technique like spinning, allows us a fine-tuning the PBG of the structures at any desired wavelength. Indeed, we successfully obtained DBR with PBG ranging from 300 to 1800 nm.

It is worthy noticing that the multilayers are designed to be quarter-wavelength stacks at \( \lambda = 550 \) nm. This condition gives the largest achievable first order stop-band, whereas no second-order stop-band is expected when the material dispersion is neglected. The appearance of the second-order stop band at 280 nm indicates the importance of taking into account the wavelength dependence of the material refractive index. The agreement between experimental data and simulations confirms
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not only the good optical quality of these structures, but also the accuracy of the ellipsometric data in describing the materials' refractive index dispersion.

We also investigated the angular dispersion of the main stop band to highlight its polarization dependence. To this end, we performed polarized T measurements, and we compared them with the calculated spectra. In Figure 4, we report contour plots of T intensity of a DBR (N = 30) for s-polarized and p-polarized light, which show a slight polarization-dependent dispersion and a remarkable difference for the PBG width. A very good agreement between experiment and theoretical calculations is observed, thus confirming the high optical quality of our PhC structures grown by spin-coating with a pair of polymers having a relatively low dielectric contrast. Notice also that the side oscillations to stop-band optical intensity, which are indicative of the finite size effects of the periodic structure, could be further optimized by increasing the number of periods or improving the homogeneity of the different layers. We notice that the observed dispersion allows us to exploit the angle of incidence and the light polarization as additional tuning parameters to operate at the preferred experimental configuration. From the application point of view, these tunings could also be achieved by exploiting the mechanical flexibility of the free-standing structures (as observed in Figure 1b), which can be properly bent and shaped when peeled off from the substrate.

3.3. Introducing an Optically Active Structural Defect in the DBR: Tuning of Spontaneous Emission Spectra. After the characterization of the polymer DBR structure, we embedded a structural and dielectric F8BT defect layer between two identical multilayers. The PhC is designed so that the PL spectrum of F8BT, centered at \( \lambda = 550 \) nm, is spectrally overlapped to the multilayer stop band. The effect of the F8BT defect on the normal incidence T spectra of the overall structure is reported in Figure 5b and there compared with those of the bare multilayer (Figure 5a). We observe the appearance of a peak in the center of the band gap and of the F8BT absorption band around \( \lambda = 460 \) nm, which

Figure 5. (a) Transmittance of the DBR sample with \( N = 30 \) periods (solid) and best-fit spectrum (dashed). (b) Microcavity (MC) transmittance (solid) and corresponding best-fit spectrum (dashed). (c) Photoemission spectrum of the MC at normal collection (solid) and of the bare F8BT defect layer (dashed). (d) Ratio of the PL spectra reported in panel c. The undashed region corresponds to the photonic band gap.

Figure 6. Experimental MC transmittance (dashed) and photoluminescence (solid) spectra at three different angles of incidence/collection: (a) 0, (b) 16, and (c) 32°.
modifies the overall interference pattern. The peak is the optical fingerprint of the presence of a defect in the PhC structure. We also succeeded in tuning the spectral position of the defect mode within the band gap by changing the thickness of the defect layer as theoretically predicted. The spectral position and intensity of the defect mode are well-reproduced by the simulation model, by adopting the dielectric functions, the multilayer period, and the defect layer thickness previously determined.

The line width of the defect mode (at $\lambda = 559$ nm) is a parameter that defines the quality factor of an optical cavity mode $Q = \lambda / \Delta \lambda$. In the present case, $Q$ is $\sim 50$, which favorably compares with data ($\sim 70$) reported in the literature for polymer microcavities having a larger dielectric contrast. Note that in the present work the cavity quality factor has not been optimized. Larger values (for the present dielectric contrast) could, in principle, be obtained by increasing the number of periods of the DBR.

In Figure 5c, the PL spectra at normal collection angle of a bare F8BT film and of a MC are reported. We notice that in the two samples the thickness of the F8BT layer is identical. The F8BT PL spectrum shows a broad band centered at $\lambda = 544$ nm, in agreement with previous findings. As soon as the active layer is embedded in the multilayer structure, its PL spectrum is strongly modified, showing a sharp peak at $\lambda = 557$ nm with reduced line width of $\sim 13$ nm, with side features within the bandgap. We underline that the sharp PL peak spectrally matches the defect mode observed in the T spectrum of the MC, whereas the side wings precisely overlap to the whole band gap structure (Figure 5b). Outside the band gap spectral region, the PL spectra of both F8BT film and microcavity coincide and show almost the same intensity. This last observation allows us to establish an intensity reference to discuss quantitatively the role of PhC band gap on the PL spontaneous emission, as recently demonstrated on opals doped with fluorescent chromophores.

The spectral and intensity modification of F8BT PL are better highlighted in Figure 5d, where the ratio of the PL MC spectrum to that of bare F8BT film is reported. We focus our attention to the spectral region of the PBG (undashed area). On the one hand, the F8BT PL spectrum is suppressed within the band gap with respect to the reference because the propagation of such photons is forbidden. On the other hand, a significant increase in PL intensity is observed in correspondence of the defect mode. Indeed, the PhC structure confines the electromagnetic field inside the cavity, promoting the strong interaction of the electromagnetic field with the active layer as a consequence of the spectral and spatial coupling of the emitter with the cavity mode. By evaluating the integral of the PL spectra of Figure 5c, we obtain almost the same value, thus indicating that the role of the PhC is mainly a spatial redistribution of the emitted light.

This spectral coincidence between PL and PhC band gap features is further confirmed by analyzing the dependence of PL spectra measured at different collection angles (Figure 6), there compared with the corresponding T response.

The PBG and cavity mode dispersions observed in the T spectra are analogous to that of the bare multilayer discussed in Figure 4. The defect PL peak strictly follows the band gap dispersion, thus demonstrating the one-to-one correspondence between PL intensity redistribution and PhC features. In particular, in Figure 7, we plot the angular and spectral map of the MC emission, clearly evidencing the directional enhancement of the PL signal. From the above results it is evident that a PhC band gap dispersion matched to a specific emissive material allows us to obtain PL enhancement for a wide spectral and angular range, thus finding applications in the control and enhancement of the emission, for example, in low-threshold flexible lasing devices.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated that the spin-coating technique is a very powerful tool for preparing all-polymer, flexible microcavities of high optical quality having a control over critical thicknesses below 5%. We determined the optical functions of constituent materials, thus allowing a precise design of the microcavity structure and the accurate modeling of its optical response. We prepared high-quality DBR operating in the visible range and microcavities containing a photoactive F8BT layer as the structural defect. Then, the comparison of the F8BT PL spectra of microcavities with those of bare polymer shows a remarkable enhancement of the emission intensity for cavity modes, whereas a PL reduction is observed within the PBG. The PL angular dispersion properties fully agree with those of transmittance spectra, thus demonstrating a directional and spectral redistribution of PL emission due to the tuning of the photonic band structure by structural defects. In addition to the microcavity structure design, finer tuning of the PL wavelength can be achieved by angular selection in the signal collection geometry, sample bending, or both.

The unprecedented control of active and passive optical properties of polymer multilayers and microcavities makes these
systems a valuable, simple, and cheap platform where material science and photonics merge to respond to a variety of technological needs. We envisage their use in a number of applications ranging from photonics to sensing and photovoltaics.
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